Equine Arthroscopy
Equine Arthroscopy

Arthroscopy has become what many consider the fastest growing subspecialty in equine orthopedics.

Arthroscopy is the ultimate way of assessing the soft tissues of a joint. It often combines diagnosis with therapy (surgery), with one procedure often following the other during the same anesthetic procedure.

Arthroscopy provides the only option for examining all the soft tissues of the joint interior and enables minimally invasive surgical techniques, ensuring rapid healing of soft tissues, as only minute stab incisions are required. Including minimal scarring.

Arthroscopy enables access to parts of joints not accessible during an arthrotomy and allows for detailed magnified images to be stored and reproduced.

Arthroscopy also provides increased cosmetic and functional advantages and has lower postsurgical morbidity. Earlier return to function.
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Arthroscopy Rongeurs

163-404-755  Schlesinger Rongeur
3x10mm serrated jaw, 5" shaft, straight

163-404-756  Schlesinger Rongeur
4x10mm serrated jaw, 5" shaft, straight

163-404-768  Wilde Ethmoid Rongeur
4mm jaw, 5.5" shaft, straight

163-404-782  McIlwraith Peapod Rongeur
2.5x6mm, 5.5" shaft, straight

163-404-784  McIlwraith Peapod Rongeur
up-angle, Medium Jaw, 5,5" Shaft
Arthroscopy Rongeurs

163-404-791 Ferris-Smith Rongeur
straight, 3x10mm jaw, 7”

163-404-792 Ferris-Smith Rongeur
straight, 4x10mm jaw, 7”

163-404-794 Ferris-Smith Rongeur
straight, 6x10mm bite, 7”

163-404-795 Ferris-Smith Rongeur
straight, 6x12mm bite, 7”

163-404-802 Ferris-Smith Rongeur
up-angle, 4x10mm bite, 7”

163-404-812 Ferris-Smith Rongeur
down-angle, 4x10mm bite, 7”
Arthroscopy Curettes

**Bruns Curette 9”**
- oval, str., size 00
  - 163-320-831
- oval, str., size 0
  - 163-320-832
- oval, str., size 1
  - 163-320-833
- oval, str., size 2
  - 163-320-834

**Bruns Curette 9”**
- oval, cvd., size 00
  - 163-320-851
- oval, cvd., size 0
  - 163-320-852
- oval, cvd., size 1
  - 163-320-853
- oval, cvd., size 2
  - 163-320-854
Arthroscopy Curettes

Bruns Curette 9"
oval, str., size 000
163-320-870

Bruns Curette 9"
oval, str., size 00
163-320-871

Bruns Curette 9"
oval, str., size 0
163-320-872
Arthroscopy Knifes and Hooks

163-1271-126  Knife
45°, 23 cm

163-1271-128  Scalpel Knife
23 cm

163-1271-132  Button-end Knife
23 cm

163-1408-00  Dandy Nerv Hook
1 mm, 19 cm
Arthroscopy Hook Probes, Bone Picks and Elevators

163-1271-130  McIlwraith Hook Probe
              heavy, 27 cm

163-1271-325  Equine Bone Pick
              25 cm

163-1404-870  McIlwraith Periosteal Elevator
              19 cm, 5mm tip

163-1404-875  Foerner Knife Elevator
              16 cm, 5mm tip, cvd.